Permaculture Self Sustaining Community
WELCOME!!
Thanks for being here. You are making the first step towards living in a free
Community where we Live, Love our Day in Harmony with Nature and Each
Other. The only thing that is ever asked of you is to Participate in what you Love
and Like to do.

itbss - iyoutome to be self sustaining

Our vision is a REALITY in that Mother Nature is already providing for all, we are
just not living there physically or mentally. When you sit back and think about
how long you work in you lifetime and someone tells you, you only really needed
to work for 10 year max, you think, why is that?
We are chasing a dream that already exists.
Ask yourself these questions.
How much Labour goes into
- Growing your food?
- Building a house?
- Collecting pure water?
- Making your clothes?
- Making your transportation?
We won’t get into detail but it is much less than 10 years. But what about
Materials? Well Mother Nature is already providing all the Material for us that
requires minimal processing. You just will never hear about it because there is
no PROFIT in it.
There is so much more we can expand upon, just ask questions anytime.
We just want to do what we Love as “it ain’t work if you Love what you do”.
Come join us where everyone is equal and work harmonious together.
Peace, Love and Cheers……
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Definitions:
Permaculture
To create systems that are ecologically-sound which provide for their own needs, and are therefore
sustainable in the long term. Permaculture uses the inherent qualities of plants and animals combined
with the natural characteristics of landscapes to produce a life-supporting self sustainment system.
Permanent Agri-culture.

Local
A local is defined as a human that has permanent shelter in the community.

Volunteer
When you see the word volunteer, it is implied to mean a human any age that may or may not required
temporary shelter. Approved chaperones are required for the younger.

Visitor
A visitor is someone who is curious to see how this Permaculture Community works. The will not
require temporary shelter.
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Education
All education will be using the community schools and will be Lesson Plan based geared to the
human’s likes.

Labour
All humans will have their physical and non-physical labour hours tracked as this is the only form of
sustainment within the community.
Refer to the separate document Labour Hours Requirements for Local and Volunteer to gain
permanent and temporary shelter.
(Note that once a permaculture community is established you will soon see the need to work is less
than 10 years at what you love to do.)

Law
Although this document does not talk about Laws, the Law that will be used is Common Law that hold
the fundamental human rights and freedoms. This document is in the development stage using
several existing models as a reference.

Level 1 Trainer - Education Team
A Level 1 Trainer has the function of co-ordinating all the Train the Trainers. A level 1 Trainer is a Local
and has completed / assisted in many Lesson Plans from across all Teams. Loves to coordinate and
is willing to work with Expansion Communities and / or Move to Expansion Communities Full Time or
Temporary.

Train the Trainer - Education Team
A Train the Trainer is responsible to teach Trainers the proper way to Educate. This Local / Volunteer
loves to educate and has successfully implemented Lesson Plans in one or more teams.

Trainer - Education Team
A Trainer is one who teaches using the Lesson Plans of one or more Teams. The trainer gets feedback
from the Locals/Volunteers on the clarity, eﬀectiveness, and ease of use of the Lesson Plan. The
trainer passes in the feedback to the Assessment and/or Continuous Improvement Teams.

Lesson Plan
A Lesson Plan is a Document that defines a standard. These Documents will be shared in an Open
Sourced Data Base which will be tracked for Continuous Improvements and Best Practice Sharing.
From as simple as Creating Healthy Recipes, Education, Healing Herbs & Medical Astrology, to
Preparedness and Response Activities they will be a requirement for now and in the future. Not
everyone know how to do everything, and everything needs to be taught to the right individuals who
Love what they do.
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Self Sustaining Permaculture Community
Preamble
Welcome
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Self Sustainment can be traced across continents and back to the beginning of time. People
from diﬀerent cultures have learned to co-exist with Nature. At first glance, volunteers or
visitors may wonder why we need to learn to co-exist with Nature. However, upon further
examination, they will realize that Natures provides us with food, our shelter, our water and so
much more since the dawn of time. Mother Nature will continue to teach us many Lessons
generation after generation.
All will gain knowledge and understanding of Nature’s Legacy and restoring their physical and
spiritual balance through learning Permaculture. The success of this permaculture
community, will provide not only the essentials to be self sustaining, including food,
water, shelter, clothing and education but will also not require any funding for
expansion communities. Each community will provide for future communities. WE
WANT TO BE THE BENCHMARK FOR ALL TO VISIT is the modo for every permaculture
community.

Objective
The Objective of this document is to outline the Permaculture Community’s structure. To
promote self health and sustaining, but also to recognize all diversities of personalities as
related to their needs and wants. This program will provide for how they would fit within the
Community. For example, each and everyone of us possesses a unique talent (designer,
labourer, landscaper, cook, educator, maintainer, etc). It is imperative that everyone find that
talent within themselves so as to understand “it ain’t work if you love to do it”
All New locals and volunteers will:
Fill out a self assessment sheet to aid in which Lesson Plans they want to learn.
•
Develop skills needed to visualize a future for themselves and others based on the goals
•
of being part of a self suﬃcient Communities.
Utilize resources, such as Trainers, as springboards to applying concepts/ideas.
•
Develop self sustaining / Permaculture vocabulary.
•
Compare and contrast Permaculture to other methods.
•
Practice applications for variety of purposes and audiences
•
Identify the basic elements of permaculture found in nature including, plant types, soil
•
types, topography, health benefits, natural benefits, insect and animal interactions.
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Self Sustaining Permaculture Community
(Cont’d)
Materials and Tools
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New Locals and Volunteers will Learn how to:
Promote a healthy lifestyle so they can work, play sports and enjoy life.
•
Be a part of growth of the community by doing something they love/like, as there is
•
something for everyone.
Learn all the diﬀerent sources for information, materials and Tools
•
Use the basic tools as outlined in Lesson Plans
•
Use natural products to construct functional shelters, clothing, and other systems.
•
Much Much More.
•

Evaluation
Trainer's observations of volunteer preparedness, volunteer work samples, and participation
in group activities.

Assessment - Feedback
The trainers / locals / volunteers evaluate what went right and what has opportunity for
improvement. This includes a one on one feedback session on did they pick the right Lesson
Plan that suits their individuality. Does the Lesson Plan need improvement? The intent here is
to ensure that every Man, Woman, from Child to Senior finds their true love in life. This is not
a test, its a continuous improvement
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Tell Us About Your Self - It Helps!
Instructions:
In this section the New Locals / Volunteer will provide for themselves and others an image of
who they are and what their loves and likes are. This will help everyone work together as a
team. For example if they love to cook and do not have a green thumb then the Lesson Plan
for cooking will be one of the items that will be tailored for them. If they love to provide labour
vs designing then it’s all good, someone else loves to design. The New Local / Volunteer
takes their time filling out the questionnaire (next page) as much as they can. This is a live
document that they can keep updating. It is not a test and it does not need to be filled out
entirely or not at all. It is up to them. Once they feel the vibe of this permaculture community
we know that they will jump in and do what they love…
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Likes vs Loves vs Not Interested
Here is how it works. The New Local / Volunteer just circles as many of the items of Like or
Love or Not Interested “N/I”. Remember, this is their document, it’s always good and can be
changed anytime. We want them to be happy.

Definitions
Love : “It ain’t work if you Love it” :-)
You absolutely could do this all day and mix it with other Loves and Likes.
Like : “Its kinda like work but not really - I can do it” :-)
This is something that you could do some of the time. You can pick as many of
these as you want. In other words mix it with other Loves and Likes.
N/I : “How could anyone love or like this….yuk” :-)
Not Interested…… NEXT ! ….. you could always revisit this if you want.
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Tell Us About Your Self - It Helps! (Cont’d)
Questionnaire : Get Your Scribe Out - Lets do this!
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Name: _____________________________

Date: __________________

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.

i - Love : Like: N/I - to learn
i - Love : Like: N/I - to analyze
i - Love : Like: N/I - to organize and plan work
i - Love : Like: N/I - to ensure quality, I like things just so.
i - Love : Like: N/I - to take my time and do things right.
i - Love : Like: N/I - to do things that can be done quickly
i - Love : Like: N/I - to communicate
i - Love : Like: N/I - to organize
i - Love : Like: N/I - to work independently
i - Love : Like: N/I - to teach
i - Love : Like: N/I - to lead
i - Love : Like: N/I - to be creative
i - Love : Like: N/I - to use my hands
i - Love : Like: N/I - to use my brains
i - Love : Like: N/I - to maintain things
i - Love : Like: N/I - to construct/make things
i - Love : Like: N/I - to cook
i - Love : Like: N/I - help others
i - Love : Like: N/I - to heal people
i - Love : Like: N/I - to read
i - Love : Like: N/I - to do physical things

22.

i - Love : Like: N/I - to ____________________________

23.

i - Love : Like: N/I - to ____________________________

24.

i - Love : Like: N/I - to ____________________________

25.

i - Love : Like: N/I - to ____________________________

26.

i - Love : Like: N/I - to ____________________________

27.

i - Love : Like: N/I - to ____________________________

28.

i - Love : Like: N/I - to ____________________________

29.

i - Love : Like: N/I - to ____________________________

30.

i - Love : Like: N/I - to ____________________________

31.

i - Love : Like: N/I - to ____________________________
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Tell Us About Your Self - It Helps!
Summary
Next is a Summary for quick view for the master trainers along with trainers to review. The
new Locals and Volunteers will be told there may be times where we need their help in other
areas, but we will do our best to utilize what they Love and Like.
A Sample of the Summary Table. This is great way to get an overall picture.
Ok, that was easy, now let’s have you summarize your Loves, Likes and Not Interested in the
list below.
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Table 1: Summary Table of Loves and Likes
Loves
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The Lesson Plans
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Below is an small example list of open source, best practice, Lesson Plans. As stated in the
Definition Section, All Lesson Plans have continuous improvement tracking. All education and
activities will be using these documents.

List of Lesson Plans Examples
• Selecting / Remediating a Site for Permaculture Community
• Design for Permaculture Overview
• Selection of Plants based on Size, Needs and companion plant categories.
• Terpenes - what they are and how nature uses them
• Construction of Natural Facilities to Maintain the Community
• Water Assessments - Is it worthy of drinking / feeding to plants and animals?
• Caring for the Garden - Rainwater Collection
• Compost in Place
• Safety a First Priority
• Soil Design by Using Plant Decay
• Producing for Sustainment - Pick leaving the plant alive.
• Using your Community to Trade for Material with other Communities.
• Communications with Surrounding Communities and Neighbours
• Who/What/Where/When/Why/How Problem Solving
• Food Preparation vs Preserving
• Organic vs Conventional vs Permaculture Community Foods
• Train the Trainer
• Attracting the Volunteers
• Magnetism and its’ eﬀects on Healthy plants!
• Many Many More….
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The Lesson Plans (Cont’d)

Example Lesson Plan - Chocolate Fudgesicles
Items Required :
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Fresh Foods

Preserved Foods

Tools

4-5 Medium Organic Avocado’s

1 Can Organic Coconut Milk

Knife

Optional: Fruit, Nuts, Berries

2-1/2 Level TBS Organic Ground Cacao

Can Opener

1/3 Cup NON-Pasteurized Raw Honey

Blender

2 TBS Organic Vanilla Extract (non
alcohol)

Spatula

1/3 Tsp Pink Himalayan Salt

Muﬃn Tins or Popsicle
Molds

Organic Hemp Hearts (Muﬃn Style)

Your tummy :-)

Prior to Lesson :
•
•
•
•

Gather Required Items
Print/Hand out Required Materials
Open Can of Coconut Milk
Cut in half Avocado’s and remove Pits (except one for
Safety Demo)

Materials :
1. Organic vs Conventional vs Commune
2. Eating Properly Paleo vs Other
Safety First :
• Always Cut Away from your Body
• Unplug your blender before Sticking anything in it.
How to :
Add all ingredients into Blender putting the avocados on
the top to keep the cocoa powder from flying.
Blend till Smooth like chocolate pudding.
Should pour a thick consistency.
Makes 10-12 fudgesicles. Freeze. Yummy!
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Starting a Permaculture Community
So now that we have Lesson Plans on the go, here is a list of activities and
associated requirements to start a Permaculture Community.
Location*: ____________________________________________
Table 2: List of Activities For Starting a Permaculture Community
Activity
Description

Labour
Hours**

Equipment

Materials

Acquire Food/Drink for New Locals /
Volunteers***
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New Locals / Volunteers Self
Evaluation
Ground Clearing and Layout
Walk paths and zero maintenance
land cover
Construct Shelter rainwater collection
Aquire Solar panel and pumps for
starting Shelters lights and
Rainwater / Backup Ground Water
Irrigation Pump***
Aquire Plants, seeds, soil, compost,
worm castings etc.***
Aquire Tools, materials, etc ***
Start Permaculture Food Planting
Start Permaculture Building Material
planting, ie Bamboo and Hemp Plants
Totals

* This document does not cover the “Selection of Land for Permaculture
Community” refer to the document titled same.
**Labour hours to be detail in schedule on the next page.
*** For Expansion Gardens these come from a neighbouring Permaculture
Community as each Community will supply for future Communities.
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Locals / Volunteers - Building the Community
A primer for expansion
The Initial Community will more than likely attract New Locals / Volunteers of all ages, Not for
Profit organizations, and other involvement. One major achievement outside of education and
heath is to strive for expansion to future communities with “Zero Tolerance” for expenses. For
example, supplying the startup food, materials, tools, etc will come from neighboring Matured
Permaculture Communities.
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Table 3 Logs the hours required for each step with estimates for completion. The intent is to
attract the new locals / volunteers to what they Love / Like as previously show above in the
Questionnaire. Although it would be preferable to keep some of the same volunteers for a
complete cycle and stay or move on to the next garden, this is flexible and can also be used
with rotating new volunteers.

Table 3: List of Startup Activities - Labour Hours Breakdown
Event
Description

Labour Hours
Total

# of New Locals
/ Volunteers

Hours per

Acquire Food/Drink for New Locals /
Volunteers
New Locals / Volunteers Self
Evaluation
Ground Clearing and Layout
Walk paths and zero maintenance land
cover
Construct Shelter rainwater collection
Aquire Solar panel and pumps for
starting Shelters lights and Rainwater /
Backup Ground Water Irrigation Pump
Aquire Plants, seeds, soil, compost,
worm castings etc.
Aquire Tools, materials, etc
Start Permaculture Food Planting
Start Permaculture Building Material
planting, ie Bamboo and Hemp Plants
Totals
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Teams - An Important Segway
More than Just Getting your Hands Dirty
Knowing there are diﬀerent stages of a Permaculture Community the list below is and
example of some of the planned Teams for pre, during or post a mature Permaculture
Community. Categorically these are for planning, developing, maintaining, sustaining, and
expanding. It’s important that these Teams be formed from the onset of detail planning. All
need to be aware of the Plan, Do, Check, Act and Continuous Improvement process.
Important to note that there will be Lesson Plans specifically for pre, during, and post
Permaculture Community maturity. Locals/Volunteers can be on several or 1 Team. It’s all
based on what you Love and Like to do. It’s up to you…

Table 4: Post Startup - Teams
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Teams

Labour Hours
Total

# of New Locals
/ Volunteers

Hours per

Healthy eating
Safety Team
Planning and Design Team
Education Team
Acquisition Team
Communication Team
Construction and Maintenance Team
Distribution to those in need Team
Assessment Team
Continuous Improvement Team
Mother Nature Team
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Teams - An Important Segway
More than Just Getting your Hands Dirty (Cont’d)

Team Functions
In order of seemingly importance, which depends on the circumstances and scale of
a Permaculture Community, below are the basic outline for each TEAM. Separate
Documents detail each Team. All Teams will create Lesson Plans for the Open
Sourced Data Base.
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Healthy Eating Team

As from the example Lesson Plan for the, all natural, organic, healthy, Chocolate
Fudgesicles example above, there will be endless Lesson Plans to promote health
while being mindful to sensitivities. As we do know a healthy body is a healthy mind.
This team will be responsible for creating Lesson Plans for all aspects of food, from
eating raw, cooked, to preserves.

Health and Safety Team

Health and Safety are #1. There will be Lesson Plans in the form of Health and
Safety Talks. Each Local /Volunteer will have a 5 min huddle (during the 30 pre
meeting) before engaging in activities. It will be the function of the Safety Team to
ensure that safety is being adhered to. Mother Nature Works at her own pace with
patience, so too will the Community. Note the this Team also includes Team
Members for Health and Emergencies and is covered in another document.

Planning and Design Team

This Team is responsible to work with all Teams to ensure that all Team requirements
meet the objectives of the Community.

Acquisition Team

This Team is responsible to acquire materials, plants, seeds, tools, etc. Any tools
needed for acquiring will be in conjunction with the Maintenance Team and the
Community Tool Sheds.

Education Team

As this Team suggest, it’s all about the Education. This Team contains team Trainers
from each Team. They come together and meet with the Level 1 Trainer and Train
the Trainers to ensure the Education meets all requirements, know the assessments
and continuous improvements to be benchmark. There is never any tests with any
Locals or Volunteers. Just the best information sharing and continuous improvement.
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Teams - An Important Segway
More than Just Getting your Hands Dirty (Cont’d)
Communication Team

The Communication Team is important in that all Teams will communicate with this
Team to Over Communicate all aspects to Team Co-ordinators and . Equally
important is for the promotion of the Community and recruitment of volunteers who in
turn may become Locals. Pictures are worth a thousand more when they show
beauty, health, camaraderie and fun. Best Practices for Communications will be the
key in these Lesson Plans.
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Construction and Maintenance Team

A well designed and constructed Permaculture Community will be self sustaining and
will require little to no maintenance. As all Teams are of equal importance, this Teams
Methodical Lesson Plans will be used to ensure that the shelters, systems, plants,
trees, are always their for the next generation. In other words work in harmony with
what mother nature allows.

Distribution to Those in Need Team

These Lesson Plans will be dedicated to those who like to help others. It will focus on
helping organizations to distribute foods to those in need from within the community
to without depending on the availability of resources. Knowing that Each Community
is Designed to have over abundance to supply Expansion Communities.

Assessment Team

A Successful Venture is always about Self Assessment and evaluating the best
practices and opportunities for improvement. These Locals/Volunteers will be doing
Lesson Plans on how to do proper evaluations using measurements, one on one’s,
group discussions, benchmarking trips and, providing and documenting summaries.

Continuous Improvement Design Team

This set of Lesson Plans is for dealing with diﬀerent Community’s Environments
based on temperate zones, water availability, sun, and other growth factors. This is
an ongoing initiative with improvements from Lessons learned and research and
communication within this Community as well as other Communities.

Mother Nature Team

This Team is responsible to ensure that we co-exist with Nature, Although this is at
the Ground Floor of the List, we need to understand that we must adhere to the
inverted pyramid structure and utilize Mother Natures endless supply of resources
with the utmost respect and Love. As with All Teams, Communication across Teams
is Important.
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Teams - An Important Segway
More than Just Getting your Hands Dirty (Cont’d)
Team Communication Structure
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The Setup of the Teams and cross communications will be done on the basis of every
Team is of equal importance with one Common Goal. Co-Existing with Mother
Nature with only what she provides. Another document goes into the details of this
structure but it’s quite simple. Basically each Team Coordinator will Meet on a
regular basis to go over the Continuous Improvement Team and Assessment Team’s
acquired items from all the Teams as well as Other Communities.
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Plan Do Check Act s

Training Method for Expansion Gardens
In this section we will layout the steps of creating a Permaculture Community
with expansion as a core initiative. Painting a picture of “Lets git er done”!
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1. The Starting Place : Meeting Shelter a Rainwater Brain-water Collection
- Provides an area which is central for growth and where all
communications stems from
- Core area for meeting for providing, educating, to learn and share best
practices
- This is where manifestation is done, ideas are born, and growth is
measured.
2. Mothers Natures Land
- This is where the seeds are planted, ideas come to fruition.
- If done properly, it is self sustaining.
- When matured will it provide for expansion for future gardens?
- Success is measured based upon the Community’s ability to provide
for expansion.
3. Level 1 Trainers “LV1”
- There will be 1 to 2 LV1’s depending on how mature a garden is.
Towards maturity the LV1 needs to ensure that there is a second LV1
ready before assisting and/or moving to an expansion Community. The
function of the LV1 is to work with the Assessment and Continuous
Improvement Teams to ensure that all changes get reviewed and
implemented to ensure steps #1 and #2 are done properly and is an
opportunity to ask for guidance. It is imperative for the LV1’s to be
interacting during these first steps.
4. Train the Trainers “TT”
- Based on #3 help is provided from the LV1. TT’s are selected from the
Trainers, Locals / volunteers, who have done all the applicable Lesson
Plans. Opportunities for becoming a trainer.
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Community Volunteers - Building the Gardens
A Primer for Expansion (Cont’d)
5. Path Selection
- When properly finished steps #1 through #4 assessment for expansion
based on strengths and needs of the garden is done. The assessment
results precludes Expansion.
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6. Materials for Expansion
- When #5 is an approved path, then expansion material is approved and
provided for.
7. Manifestation of Mature Community Status
- This is a proud moment for the community as it is a status for being a
Mature Self Sustaining Permaculture Community that will provide over
abundance for all.
8. Manifestation of Expansion Status
- This is another proud moment for the Community as they were
successful in provided the resources to an expansion and the expansion
Community has Successfully achieved Step 7.
9. Train the New LV1’s
- During Steps 1-9 the LV1’s have implemented the process to Train a
new LV1 so that either one can permanently move into the Expansion
Community.
This process evaluates and ensures the ability to provide, clean, natural drinking
water, food, shelter, and clothing while having abundance for expansion just how
mother nature would do it on her own.
The measuring system is the key to success which is in another document.
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Plan, Do, Check, Act - Evaluating the Community
Locals/Volunteers involvement for steps 1 - 9 based on 3 Acre cell of Land.
This process is repeated with Locals / volunteers until each position is filled.
A separate document outlines this in detail.
Table 5: Locals/Volunteers required for each step.
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Step

# of
# of
# of
Level 1 Train the Trainers
Trainers Trainers

# of
Locals

# of
Volunteers

Comments

0

1

1

2

0

12

Local/Volunteer Self Evaluation - Trainers
pre selected and will be trained by the
Train the Trainers.

1

0

1

2

6

6

Local/Volunteer Selection criteria is used
from the self evaluation sheet

2

0

1

2

12

12

^^ same

3

1

2

2

12

12

Level 1 Trainers assess Train the Trainers
and evaluate Locals/Volunteers to become
trainers

4

1

3

3

11

13

Increase train the trainers of which 1 of 3
move on in step 9

5

1

3

3

12

12

1 Train the Trainer works with a Level 1
Trainer to start expansion Community

6

1

3

3

12

12

Maturation, quality, self sustaining phase

7

2

2

3

12

12

Evaluation of Maturation, quality, self
sustaining phase

8

1

2

3

12

12

LV1 moves on to next evaluation
Community

9

0

1

2

12

12

1 New Level 1 and 1 New Train the Trainer
moves on to the expansion Garden

To be successful, it’s imperative that the Locals and Volunteers loves and likes
what they do. Couple that with the proper education, implementation,
measurement, and opportunities for improvements systems, the Key to Success
is Inherent.
We hope you will join us in the Success of Becoming a Local or a Volunteer too
help build Permaculture Communities that will always provide for free by just
doing what you Love and Like to do. Peace, Love and Cheers!
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